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Christian Doctrine
Revised Edition
Shirley C. Guthr ie Paper $ 17.99
"This revised edition moves it back to the top of the list—moderate in tone, full of real substance,
'user-friendly'."—William C. Placher

Narratives of a Vulnerable God
Christ, Theology, and Scripture
William C. Placher Paper $14.99
Placher shows that the God revealed in Jesus Christ is a God wilting to risk vulnerability in order to
fully love creation. "Those committed to the faith . . .whatever their politics, will recognize that here
is an eloquently readable adaptation of the culture to the Gospel, not the other way around."
—George hinabeck, Princeton University

Church Dogmatics
A Selection with Introduction by Helmut Gollwitzer
Karl Barth Paper $14.99 Translated by Geoffrey W. Bromiley
This concise introduction provides the reader with the most important passages from Barth's
14-volume work, Church Dogmatics.

On Religion: Speeches to Its Cultured Despisers
Friedrich Schleiermacher Paper $14.99
Translated by John Oman Foreword by Jack Forstman
This seminal work by the great Protestant theologian Friedrich Schleiermacher was originally published
in 1799 and quickly became a classic apologetic work. This book "continues to stimulate and to form in
substantive ways the thinking of those who are preoccupied with the questions of what religion and
Christian faith are."—From the Foreword iry jack Forstman

Winds of the Spirit
A Constructive Christian Theology
Peter C. Hodgson Paper $24 .99
In this sweeping reconstruction of theology in the postmodern period, Hodgson insightfully explicates
the central themes of Christian theology in terms of Trinitarian holism. "An imaginative and impor-
tant work of constructive theology."—Lewis S. Mudge

The Universal God
Justice, Love, and Peace in the Global Village
James E. Will Paper $24.99
Will challenges the traditional western idea of God as omnipotent and unchanging and offers the
theory of the univeral relationality of God. "A major contribution if Christian leaders will read and
digest its message."—John B. Cobb, Jr.

Introducing the first volume in the Columbia Series in Reformed Theology
Union with Christ: John Calvin and the Mysticism of St. Bernard
Dennis E. Tamburello Cloth $16.00
This fascinating volume explores the mystical strand of thought that exists in the writings of John Calvin. This book will
challenge anyone who assumes that "mysticism" and "Protestantism" are incompatible.

I WESTMINSTER
JOHNKNOXPRESS
At your bookstore, or call toll-free 1-800-227-2872
i00 Witherspoon Street, Louisville, KY40202-1396
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THE RISE
OF THE
GODDESS IN
THE HINDU
TRADITION
Tracy Pintchman

"There are two comple-
mentary, arresting features of
this book. One is the broad
sweep of the author's inquiry
into the history of three con-
cepts that are fundamental to
the Great Goddess. She fol-
lows a thread of continuity
that has never been so crisply
delineated. The result is kind
of a conceptual "adventure
story" told in flashbacks: we

State University of
New York Press
c/o CUP Services • PO Box 6525
Ithaca, NY 14851
1-800-666-2211 (orders)
607-277-2211 (customer service)
1-800-688-2877 (FAX orders)

know what the mature con-
ception is, as it is now com-
mon knowledge. Where it
came from makes for very
interesting reading. The sec-
ond striking feature is the
provocative, suggestive link-
ing of this history to con-
temporary issues regarding
gender and women."
— Thomas B. Coburn

288 pages
$14.95 paperback
ISBN 0-7914-2112-0

Postage/handling: US and Canada, add
$3 for first copy, $.50 each additional
copy. NY State residents, add 8%sales tax.
Canada, add GST. Foreign, add $4(US)
for first copy, $1 each additional.

MasterCard, VISA,
American Express, Discover accepted.

Please make checks payable to
SUNY Press.
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Harvard
Theological
Studies

MANY ARE CHOSEN
Divine Election and
Western Nationalisms
WILLIAM R. HUTCHISON
and HARTMUT LEHMANN, Editors
Contributors explore how religious
symbolism, especially the biblical
rhetoric of "chosenness," figured in
the formation of nine nationalist ide-
ologies: South Africa, Switzerland,
France, Germany, Israel, the United
States, African Americans, Great
Britain and Sweden.
176 pages, $16.00 paper, Code 1-7091

THE RICH MAN AND
THE KINGDOM
John D. Rockefeller Jr. and
the Protestant Establishment
ALBERT F. SCHENKEL
Schenkel investigates this century's
foremost religious philanthropist,
who hoped to use his staggering
wealth to fund "a Christian America
that could stave civil unrest. In the
process he opens a window on the
self-understanding of liberal American
Protestantism.
192 pages, $14.00 paper, Code 1-7092

STANISLAS LUBIENIECKI

HISTORY OF THE
POLISH REFORMATION
And Nine Related Documents
Translated and Interpreted by
GEORGE HUNTSTON WILLIAMS
Williams here presents the vital data and
documents for understanding the reli-
gious ferment that overtook Poland in
the sixteenth century. Williams has an-
notated and translated from Latin and
Polish ten core documents from the
period, chief among them Lubieniecki's
History of the Polish Reformation. With
250 illustrations and commentaries.
1008 pages, $110.00 cloth, Code 1-7085

SOMEBODYNESS
Martin Luther King, Jr.,
and the Theory of Dignity
GARTH BAKER-FLETCHER
Baker-Fletcher probes King's focal no-
tion of "somebodyness" for a contem-
porary theory of dignity and for dealing
with sexism, denigration of black males,
and gang violence.
160 pages, $12.00 paper, Code 1-7087

RELIGION AS A PROVINCE
OF MEANING
The Kantian Foundations
of Modern Theology
ADINA DAVIDOVICH
Davidovich reconfigures Kantian schol-
arship by demonstrating how the chief
lines and import of his work on religion
have been misunderstood.
304 pages, $18.00 paper, Code 1-7090

THE LEGACY OF
H. RICHARD NIEBUHR
RONALD F. THIEMANN, Editor
Essayists in this volume assess Niebuhr's
contributions in four areas: confessional
identity, theological method, church
history, and social ethics.
152 pages,
$15.00 paper,
Code 1-7084
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THEOLOGICAL LEXICON OF THE
NEW TESTAMENT

JusnfmcN

GENTILES

CESLAS SPICQ, O.P., TRANSLATED BY JAMES ERNEST
Called a "gold mine of information" (Journal of the Evangelical
Theological Society), this volume is an extraordinary language
tool. Spicq mines the vast resources of epigraphical texts, papyri,
classical writings, the Greek Old Testament, Hellenistic authors,
and innumerable sources to uncover the religious meaning of
the language used in the New Testament. Highly recommended
for New Testament scholars.
Cloth - $99.95 • 3 volumes

THE JUSTIFICATION OF THE GENTILES
Paul's Letters to the Romans and Galatians
HENDRIKUS BOERS
Utilizing the tools and resources of a text-linguistic, semiotic
method, Boers seeks to open new windows for understanding the
apostle Paul based not on what Paul says—which on the surface
appears conflicting or contradictory—but on what Paul means.
Cloth • $24.95

GOD'S EMPOWERING PRESENCE
The Holy Spirit in the Letters of Paul
GORDON D. FEE
This fresh and in-depth exegesis of every Spirit text in the
Pauline corpus offers a thorough lexical, historical, and gram-
matical study of each text. "Seldom does one find such a satisfy-
ing treatment of a theological topic so solidly based on serious
and thorough exegetical analysis. . . " —Bruce Metzger
Cloth • $39.95

THE EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS
Black's New Testament Commentaries
JAMES D. G. DUNN
Dunn's sensitivity to the letter's larger flow of thought and his
adept hand at guiding us through the sometimes murky waters
of Paul's rhetoric combine to make this commentary refreshingly
accessible and eminently serviceable.
Cloth • $24.95

Available at your bookstore, or call loll-free 800-358-3111
Hendrickson Publishers • P.O. Box 3m Peabody. MA 01961 • 508-532-65-i6
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THE EARLY CHURCH FATHERS
ALEXANDER ROBERTS, JAMES DONALDSON, PHILIP SCHAFF,

AND HENRY WACE, EDITORS

Aclassic resource for the scholar, student, or minister, the
thirty-eight volume Early Church Fathers, including the
Ante-Nicene Fathers, Nicene and Post Nicene Fathers, First

and Second Series, is now available
with an attractive new look, an

added annotated index of
authors and works (bound

with volume 10 of the
Ante-Nicene Fathers
and available only in
the Hendrickson
edition), and an
unbelievable price.
An invaluable primary
resource, each of the

three sets features
introductions, helpful

notes, references to
Scripture citations, and

indices of key persons, places,
and theological issues. From the

Apostolic Fathers to the Seven
Ecumenical Councils, from the apocryphal gospels to the Arian
controversy, this work is one of the most complete collections
existing today of the writing in the Christian church's first 800 years.

Cloth • $1,100.00 • 38 volumes

Available at your bookstore, or call toll-free 800-358-.il 11
Hendrickson Publishers • P.O. Box 3-iZl Peabody. MA 01%l • 508-532-65^6
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CREATOR AND CREATION

ISRAEL'S
SCRIPTURE
URADITIONS

andthe
SYNOPTIC

Story Slmpittg
Story

VVll LARI) M SWAKTLfcV

Nature in the Worldview of Ancient Israel
RONALD A. SIMKINS
Using social models, this study explores Ancient Israel's world-
view with respect to the natural world. Simkins pulls the
evidence together from other ancient Near Eastern religions,
biblical creation myths, and eschatological myths in a readable,
thought-provoking investigation.
Paper • $14.95

PAUL'S IDEA OF COMMUNITY
The Early House Churches in Their Cultural
Setting, Revised and Updated Edition
ROBERT BANKS
Robert Banks's widely read work is once again available. In this
extensively revised edition, Banks examines Paul's concept of
community in the context of first-century Judaism, Qumran,
mystery cults, and philosophies such as Stoicism and Cynicism.
Paper • $9.95 • September, 1994

READING NEW TESTAMENT GREEK
Complete Word Lists and Reader's Guide
BERNARD BRANDON SCOTT, MARGARET DEAN, KRISTEN

SPARKS, FRANCES LAZAR
A comprehensive listing of words in the Greek New Testament
and helpful paradigms. With complete cross-referencing and an
innovative system of organization, this is an essential tool for
anyone learning or keeping sharp Greek skills.
Paper • $14.95

ISRAEL'S SCRIPTURE TRADITIONS
AND THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS
Story Shaping Story
WlLLARD M. SWARTLEY
Swartley shows that the Synoptic Gospels are "synoptic" precise-
ly because they share common structures and themes rooted in
Israel's stories about itself, including traditions such as Exodus
and Sinai, Way/Conquest, Temple, and Kingship.
Paper- $17.95

Available al your bookstore, or call loll-free SOO.liS-jl 11
Henriricksoii Publishers • P.O. Box .Wj. Peabody. MA 01%l • 5O8-5j2-6j-i6
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123 The Debut of the Divine Spirit in Josephus's Antiquities
John R. Levison

139 The Words of Life in the Acts of the Apostle Andrew
Francois Bovon

155 Christians and Heretics in Rabbinic Literature of Late
Antiquity
Richard Kalmin

171 The Body as Image of God in Rabbinic Literature
Alan Goshen Gottstein

197 Religious Plurality and Contemporary Philosophy:
A Critical Survey
Owen C. Thomas

Notes and Observations

215 Jude 22-23: A Note on the Text and Translation
S. C. Winter

223 Inscribed Lamps from a Cult at Corinth in Late
Antiquity
David Jordan

231 Books Received
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